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This research took place between the months of September 2016
and April 2017.
In these past few months, police brutality, racism, and resistance
have entered the mainstream conversation. Donald Trump is in the
White House and has just dropped the largest non-nuclear bomb
in U.S. history onto Afghanistan. Civilian deaths in Syria and Iraq
are growing due to recent U.S. bombing raids. The words “Black
Lives Matter” have become incendiary, and we are still waiting for
legitimate police reforms and justice for the deaths of black people
at the hands of police: Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, and Philando
Castile, to name only a few of the hundreds of murders by police
that take place in the United States every year.
While at first it may seem incongruous for this to be mentioned in
a thesis about comic book creation and art education, it is extremely
pertinent. This is the world in which children are learning and
growing, and the context in which art is being made. It is detrimental
to ignore the political atmosphere in which educators are asking
children to create. I present my research as one small token to push
pedagogy in a positive direction, just one aspect of a larger picture
to support children and their development on this Earth.

This thesis by cartoonist and
educator Cathy G. Johnson explains why cartooning should be
taught in visual arts classrooms. The theme is supported by historical
research, professional inquiry, child development research, and
analyses of pedagogical approaches. Johnson traces the history of
the U.S. comic book industry from its beginnings during the Great
Depression, through the anti-comics movement of the ‘50s, maledominated comic shops of the ‘70s, and the eventual Japanese
import comics boom of the ‘90s. She uses the personal narrative
of her engagement with comics as a child in the ’90-‘00s as a case
study to explain the current flourishing graphic novel industry.
The thesis then shows the importance of literature in education;
literacy is necessary not only for the purposes of reading, but for
understanding and being fully present in the world. Research shows
that children of marginalized experience are being underserved
and neglected by their schools. Educational methodologies and the
content of available literature favor children whose experiences
already align with the majority. The thesis then goes on to describe
the benefits of intertwining the visual and verbal, and how that
plays to the strengths and competencies of children of marginalized
experience. Images and words together clarify communication and
illuminate possibilities. To conclude, this thesis summarizes the
learning outcomes of sample cartooning curriculums and how these
approaches can be expanded. Future work building on the research
presented here can include lesson plans that put theory into practice.
Keywords: visual arts education, cartooning, comic books,
child development

Comic books should be taught in the visual arts classroom.
Comics scholarship is spread out and limited. I have found
scholarship on reading comics, research analyzing the history of
comics, theory on the visual qualities of comics. There is research
in art education, and why the arts are important to the education
of all children. In the scientific realm there is research in child
development, and what best benefits children. My research work is
to build bridges across these theoretical gaps to support bringing
comics into the visual arts classroom.
I am a professional graphic novelist and cartoonist working in the
field for the past five years. When I first moved to Providence at the
beginning of my career and was looking to supplement my income,
I was offered a Teaching Assistant position by Walker Mettling.
Mettling’s education project is called the Providence Comics
Consortium, a wonderful comic art education project taking place in
public libraries across Rhode Island, currently entering its eighth year
(see appendix). I didn’t think education was for me, but I needed the
money, so I took the job. I loved it. Teaching comics quickly became
as big a passion for me as creating them. Through that first job I saw
the power of cartooning in an accessible and populist setting. I got
hooked on teaching, and I haven’t stopped since.
I have gone on to a wide range of educational experiences. I have
developed and taught my own classes in comic book creation, along
with other arts subjects, including drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking, and book arts. I also spend a significant amount of
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my time with the brilliant theatre tech students at the Moses Brown
School in Providence, where I am the Production Manager in their
Performing Arts Department. Me, my coworkers, and our awesome
students build theatrical sets and props, and work with lights and
sound.
However, teaching and drawing comic books has been my passion
for many years. A catalyst for this research has been my education
work at the Warwick Center for the Arts (WCFA) in Warwick,
Rhode Island. The WCFA is a local community art center that holds
gallery shows, performances and art classes. I have been serving as
a Teaching Artist at the WCFA for the past five years, teaching art
classes in a variety of mediums. My primary class is teaching Comic
Books to elementary students aged six to twelve. I am also lucky
enough that many teenagers who age out of the class have made to
choice to come back as volunteers and Teaching Assistants in my
courses.
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Preface
I mentor the students in my Comic Book class at the WCFA
through the development, script-writing, design, drawing, and selfpublishing their own comic books. At the end of every week-long
class, each student goes home with a photo-copied class anthology
collecting their own work with their classmates’. Students produce
on average two to eight pages of completed comics each in the four
days they are given to create in my class. Stories can be fantasy, sliceof-life, action, adventure, sci-fi, romance – the list is endless. I have
eight anthologies produced by students from this course, and many
students have come back repeatedly. I’ve taught similar workshops
as part of the Manton Ave Project and the Rhode Island School of
Design Museum.
What I’ve learned in my time as a community-based visual arts
educator is that comic books offer a variety of entry points for
children in a pathway to creativity. Comics can be metaphorical,
symbolic, artistic, passionate, and open-minded. A young artist can
write to visualize images, and draw to create narrative. Writing and
drawing feed into each other, scaffolding a student’s creativity to
greater heights. And, best of all, it’s simple to get started. If a person
can hold a pencil, they can make a comic. Plus, pencils are cheap!
The inexpensive and accessible quality of comic books is as
equally important to me as the artistic benefits of cartooning. People
of lower socioeconomic statuses can be cut off from “The Arts,” a
classist attitude implicitly maintained throughout a variety of areas
of society. In example, raising entrance fees for art museums has
been shown to lower attendance (Comiskey, 2016). Public libraries,
however – which house comics – are free. Art supplies such as paints
and clay can be expensive, material costs which can be detrimental to
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the arts classroom in public schools and community centers that are
working within a budget. Comics can be made with a #2 pencil and
paper, materials that are readily available in every North American
school.
Comic books being cheap and accessible to everyone, no matter
their social circumstance, is the critical motivation for my work to
recognize the artistic, literary, and beneficial qualities of comics. It
is necessary to elevate educators’ understanding of the medium and
the incredible opportunities a comic education offers, so that those
educators can then go on to teach exciting and enriching programs
to their students. That is the goal of this thesis, and my mission in
life. My child-centered scholarship as a graduate student will inform
an ongoing child-centered teaching practice. I strive to never drift
too far from a child-centered research goal.
While there is limited scholarly work on the topic of comics in the
visual arts classroom specifically, research in comics scholarship and
adjacent fields supports my child-centered vision. Chapter 1 begins
with an introduction to my professional practice and my interest
in this field. Chapter 2 discusses the history of comics, and how
the published medium reached the point it is at today. Chapter 3
first covers the importance of reading for adolescents, and then the
qualities that differentiate comics from other forms of literature.
Chapter 4 analyzed research on children’s drawing practices, art
education, and their place in child development. Finally, Chapter 5
covers select current practices, reviewing written works of fellow
cartoonist-educators, and various other comic book arts projects.
Chapter 6 is a short conclusion and call to action.
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I hope to go on to write more about my own teaching practice,
and feel excited to return to my students. I hope to write and share
lesson plans and encourage more art educators to have comics in
their curricula. However, what I did not do with this thesis is create
a textbook, but an argument.
This isn’t about how to teach comics in the visual arts classroom,
but why we should.
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If a person is unfamiliar with the world of comics, they can have
a bizarre idea of the medium. This isn’t surprising, as superhero
movies have gained popularity over the past three decades (Heer,
2015), and the few graphic novels that have made their way to
mainstream success have been diverse. Titles such as John Lewis’
March (2013), Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis (2007) and Alison Bechdel’s
Fun Home (2006) are fantastic and recognizable, but are only a sliver
of the works available. Outside of the comics world, people have a
limited understanding of the huge popularity of comics, or of the
wide range of titles available. It’s from this larger context that I draw
for my teaching, and create my own comics work.
I am a published cartoonist with two graphic novels out, currently
completing my third. My first graphic novel, Jeremiah, earned the 2014
Ignatz Award for Promising New Talent. My second graphic novel,
Gorgeous, was published by Koyama Press in 2016. Both Jeremiah
and Gorgeous fit firmly into the “independent” category of comics,
published and distributed to small bookstores without the aid of
large companies. The books are realistic fiction narratives with hints
of magical realism. All my comics so far are for adult audiences,
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which has been disappointing for my students since I can’t share
my published work with them. I am remedying that now with my
current project, No Dogs Allowed. No Dogs Allowed is a middle-grade
slice-of-life story about a misfit girl’s soccer team with a focus on
the themes of friendship and unity in diversity. The book is slated to
be published by First Second and Macmillan Publishing in 2018. No
Dogs Allowed is inspired by my educational work with the Girl Scouts
of America Urban Afterschool Troop Leader program, in addition
to all my students in my other teaching positions.
I have been an avid comic book reader my entire life. In my
extensive reading history, I’ve mainly focused on what can be
categorized as underground and independent North American
releases of translated Japanese manga. Recently I have begun to pick
up more Young Adult (YA) graphic novels that I can share with my
students, which have risen in popularity since the early 2000s. I get
more in depth into the history of comics publishing in the following
chapter, but it feels necessary here to set expectations. I am not a
superhero scholar. I am also not talking about the common “how to
draw” cartooning books.
What I am offering is a conceptual understanding of comics
from the artist, author, and educator perspective. Considering the
history of comics, I am neither surprised nor offended when people
unfamiliar with the medium have strange or limited ideas of what
they are, the unique artistic possibilities they hold, and their growing
popularity.
Comic books are extremely popular in the lives of young people.
Between the years 2000 and 2015, estimated sales by the largest comic
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book distributor in North America, Diamond Comic Distributors,
reported a 268% growth, from $255 million to $940 million (Miller,
2016). The Young Adult Library Services Association (YASLA) has
been publishing the “Great Graphic Novels for Teens” list annually
since 2007, the year that Gene Luen Yang’s American Born Chinese
was awarded the Michael L. Printz award (Stauffer, 2013). Yang
won a MacArthur Fellowship 2016 grant (Kellogg, 2016). Smile
by Raina Telgemeier spent 240 weeks on the New York Times Best
Seller List before its category was eliminated (“Paperback Graphic
Books,” 2017). The Washington Post reports that the only area within
adult fiction that rose in sales between 2015 to 2016 was comic and
graphic novels at a whopping 12% increase (Cavna, 2017).
There are numbers to prove the popularity of comic books, but
there are also people. As any children’s librarian will tell you, graphic
novels fly off the shelves (MacDonald, 2013). Children and teens
read comic books voraciously. Publishers are expanding the industry
now, publishing more and more young adult graphic novels and
comic books for children. So, it’s a popular media, but that begs the
question: is it Art? And, further: does it matter?
Categorizing comic books as an art form has been a debate since
the beginning of comic books. Big names in the industry have often
embraced their counter-culture nature. “Largely ignored by critics
and art historians, and consequently disdainful of the interests of
those groups, comics have long reveled in their lowbrow, bad boy
image,” (Beaty, 2012, p.19). Ivan Brunetti’s comic art education
book, Cartooning: Philosophy and Practice, embraces this viewpoint: “…
the search for meaning, catharsis, and dignity in the humble act of
cartooning may seem an especially delusional quest… Who, after
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all, wants to take lessons from losers?” (Brunetti, 2011, p.3). This
prevailing attitude supports the idea that comics are not worthy
as an art form, an attitude often happily embraced by cartoonists
themselves. It is not surprising, considering that in order to be a
cartoonist, many had to overcome marginalization in the art
classroom. Jeff Adams begins his 1999 article “Of Mice and Manga:
Comics and Graphic Novels in Art Education” by pointing out the
lack of comics education before college-level education:
“The close linkage between the forms of animation, comics
and graphic novels has, particularly in Japan and increasingly
elsewhere, made for a specific cultural formation that has
had a significant impact on the visual arts across the western
world in the last thirty years. Looking at mainstream art
curriculum programmes and attendant art history literature
in the corresponding period one would be forgiven for
believing that it had not happened, even in a minor way.
Notwithstanding the tendency of some curriculumgoverning bodies to ignore or conceal cultural paradigms
perceived to be ‘popular’, there is a surprising lack of
serious practice or analysis occurring within mainstream
visual education prior to specialized courses at university art
courses” (Adams, 1999).
At the same time that comics-related courses are isolated to higher
education, cartooning is discouraged in the K-12 system. It’s not
unusual for current professional cartoonists to say that while they
were growing up, art teachers in school would encourage them to
keep a “separate sketchbook.” One sketchbook was for their “real
work,” artwork for their graded portfolios, and another for their
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“doodles,” their cartoony drawings. These were the drawings their
art teacher didn’t consider art. My peers say they would eagerly fill
their “doodle” sketchbooks and reluctantly draw in their “real”
sketchbook. This is a common story among my peers who maintained
a rebellious attitude and grew to be professional cartoonists - but
how many kids were hurt by this marginalization? How many kids
stopped drawing because their art teacher told them anime-style isn’t
real art? That cartoons were not respectable and worth their time?
After all, “Art expression is a very personal creative endeavor, and
both children and adults are vulnerable to disparaging remarks about
their art” (Malchiodi, 1998, p.22).
The critical words and attitudes of teachers about art-making can
have long-lasting negative impacts on students. Writing from the
perspective of an art educator, art therapist and clinical counselor,
Malchiodi states that even her adult patients can have vivid memories
of things their elementary school teachers said about their artwork
(1998). Even comments and actions that are not explicitly critical such as off-hand remarks, or where a drawing is hung in a classroom
- can be remembered as negative. “These statements and actions can
and do affect the content, style, and quality of visual expression, and
certainly children’s capacity and interest in art making” (Malchiodi,
1998, p.22).
Creativity is vitally important to everyone’s lives, and is a
fundamental human right. Everyone has a right to self-expression,
and the right to consume and identify with visual culture. When art
educators ask our students to make artwork, we are asking for them
to be extremely vulnerable. Potential artists are afraid of judgment,
that they are untalented and will be unable to produce anything of
value (Bayles & Orland,1993).
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The Arts can be alienating for a lot of people. Art’s function as
capital can create social order and class divisions, define certain
types of media as highbrow or lowbrow, and as a result many people
believe art is outside their realm of possibility. The average adult is
nervous to pick up a pencil and draw. Children can oppress their
own creativity. People can feel like they don’t have the skills or the
knowledge to be an artist. People think they don’t know what real art
is, that their creative thoughts and beliefs don’t count.
It is the amorphous idea that comics are not art that I take
advantage of in my educational work. While I am dismayed by the
reputation of cartoony art, comic books are a populist medium and
they can be used to bridge the divide between people who already
think of themselves as creative, and people who don’t yet. The
purpose is not to elevate comic books to a fine art, but to capitalize
on the opportunities they present. Elitism is not the end goal. It’s
a positive thing that graphic novels can borrowed from the library,
that webcomics and Japanese manga fan translations can be read
for free online. Comic books’ popularity, accessibility, and artistic
approachability create a fantastic opportunity for the art educator to
take advantage of.
Cartooning offers an adaptable art education for children of all
experiences. Graphic novels have multiple entry points that allow
students to explore the medium and develop their creativity. Image
and narrative flow together, allowing students to switch naturally
between reading and looking, writing and drawing. Drawings can
develop storytelling, and words can instigate imagery. In her book
Envisioning Writing, Olson summarizes these advantages:
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“When children are educated with both the visual and the
verbal modes of learning…they can move back and forth
between these domains without effort. When the verbal
mode is no longer able to provide information and insight,
the child then moves naturally and comfortably to the visual
mode for new insight and information” (Olson, 1992, p.51).
In addition to creating new entrances for imagination, this
adaptability of comic books creates opportunities to address the
diversity of experience in children’s development. Cartooning can
speak directly to children of marginalized experience, children who,
in any aspect, are made to feel small by the culture and society in
which they find themselves. In my practice I pay attention to the
needs of all students in regards to neurodiversity, socio-economic
status, race, gender, sexuality, transgender status, immigration status,
and any other number of intersectional and marginalized identities.
Children of minority experience have unique competencies
that deserve inclusion and integration (Coll et al., 1996). Children
should be given tools to not only explore identity, but to grow, be
empowered, and thrive. Art offers gateways and counter-narratives
for marginalized children. My educational practice focuses on the
positive, identity-building aspects of creativity. There is a lack of space
to create or explore their own identity in the lives of marginalized
youth, who are inundated with a narrative that has been written for
them, stratified by prejudice, discrimination and segregation (Coll et
al., 1996, p.1892). The common narrative is often one of deficit and
overcoming odds. Art can lead to the development of a counternarrative; for a child to create, explore and expand their realities. My
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research uncovers ways to avoid the narrow definition of art and
education and to offer critical perspectives on ways to be inclusive
and inviting.
My role as an insider of the cultural group of comics, as well
as my direct experience in educating youth, offer an illuminating
perspective in my scholarship. My work is explicit in its address of
damaging narratives in which children find themselves. The comic
book industry is highly aware of these issues, using “diverse books”
as a mantra in the current landscape of publishing (We Need Diverse
Books, 2016). My scholarship expands this discussion into the
intersection of graphic novels, child development and art education.
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As a young child, I associated comics with road trips in the
summer to my family’s cabin “up north” amongst the woods and
lakes of Minnesota. My parents would buy me an Archie Digest every
road trip, and I’d keep a stack of them in our little camper, reading
them hidden in my sleeping bag under the yellow-green light of my
flashlight. I read the comic strips in the newspaper every day before
school, looking forward to the color funnies on Sundays. I read
collected books of newspaper strips like Family Circus and Farside
at the local library branch; early Garfield strips were my favorite.
My local branch didn’t have very many, so I read the same books
over and over. I don’t remember finding these comics extremely
emotionally gripping, but I was compelled by the medium, and I
read them voraciously.
Searching for Beanie Babies in the strip mall near my middle
school in 1999, me and my father found a small novelty shop. I
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recognized the title Sailor Moon on the magazine shelf immediately
from the television show I’d watch with friends afterschool at the
community center. This comic was very different from anything I
had read before. A Japanese manga translated in the United States
by Mixx publishing, it was beautiful, subtle, and starred strong girls
with their own problems. These girls weren’t obsessed with boys like
Betty and Veronica from Archie. I had to have it.
Soon after this first encounter, I grew obsessed with manga. I
would go with my father and older brother to the comic and gaming
store Shinders every weekend to buy Pokémon Cards. It was at
those weekly shopping trips to Shinders that I started buying manga
consistently. My dad is a nerd who regularly reads fantasy and science
fiction novels. He loved comics in his youth, so he understood the
medium. Both my parents read a lot and were supportive of reading,
which meant they would buy me any comic I wanted.
However, I had to navigate adult material to get to the manga on
the shelves. While the manga I wanted was age-appropriate, middlegrade and teen titles, I had to walk past hyper-masculinity, violent
and sexist imagery, and sometimes outright pornography, to get to
it. This is what was popular in American mainstream comics at the
time of my childhood: work inspired by the influential Neil Gaiman
Sandman comic books. Sandman launched the DC imprint Vertigo,
which focused on horror and fantasy titles for adults (Mazur &
Danner, 2014).
How did comics - a medium that is usually associated with children
- get to be so inaccessible to me, a child?
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The comic book industry in America began as a labor-exploiting
money-making venture. Petersen lays out this acquisitive beginning
in his 2011 book, Comics, Manga, and Graphic Novels: A History of
Graphic Narratives. Beginning in Depression-era New York City,
Harry Chesler opened the first comic art studio in 1935-1936.
Newspapers had been running comic strips for decades before, but
newspaper syndicates were charging exorbitant prices to reprint the
strips in book format. Chesler found it more cost-effective to hire
a team of artists to create new material for fledgling comic book
publishers. Facing a depressed economy, artists churned out huge
volumes of work for low pay in order to keep their jobs. Operating
like sweatshops, these studios are where the comic book industry
began (Petersen, 2011).
These studios, known as “packagers,” created highly derivative
comic books. Skilled artists created the covers of the comic books,
while the vast majority of artists did not have art school training and
only knew enough to survive drawing the interiors of the books.
Volume was rewarded over creativity with the extremely low page
rate that the artists were paid, a problem that continues in the comic
book industry (“Year in Review,” 2015). Creators also did not have
copyright ownership over their work, artists’ names rarely getting
attribution, even as late as the ‘50s (Petersen, 2011).
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The first superhero comic book character was Superman, created
by recent high school graduates Joe Shuster and Jerry Siegel in 1938.
Action Comics #1, published by Detective Comics (DC), appealed to
a young male audience, and ever-increasing sales numbers started
the rush to create more derivative superheroes. This began what is
known as the Golden Age of comic books (Petersen, 2011).
The 1940s saw comic books publishing skyrocket. Comics in print
grew from 60 million to 150 million copies a month, and peaked in
1954 at 250 million a month; roughly 3 billion comics published that
year. After World War II ended, new comic genres emerged to join
superheroes, such as romance, jungle, horror and true crime. MLJ
Comics was one of the first publishers to branch into other genres
with Archie, created by Bob Montana in 1941 (Petersen, 2011, p.155).
This is the same Archie that I read as a child; many of the early strips
were still being republished in the Archie Digests in the ‘90s. Archie
took advantage of the teen culture craze at the time in the United
States. These new genres were intended to capture young adult
readers who grew up with superhero comics, now seeking mature
comics to read (Petersen, 2011).
The anti-comics movement in the United States developed in sync
with the growing popularity of comic books. Fredric Wertham, a
German-born psychiatrist, published the 1954 book Seduction of the
Innocent. The thesis of the book was that “reading crime comic books
harms children’s moral, social, physical, and mental development,”
with “crime” encapsulating any violent content within comic books,
leaving no genre outside of Wertham’s scrutiny (Tilley, 2012, p.390).
The basis of the research for the book was his own psychiatry
practice, focusing on the forensic psychiatry of children identified
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as “juvenile delinquents.” In her 2012 paper, Carol L. Tilley argues
that Wertham’s research is biased and discredits his claims that
comics harmed his patients’ “ethical development” (Tilley, 2012).
In the early 1950s, there were more than 600 different comic book
titles, selling as high as 100 million new issues monthly. Sales figures
do not reflect readership, as comics were often shared amongst
peers as social currency. Wertham made his conclusions partially on
the basis that most of the young people he diagnosed read comic
books, a fact unsurprising, since more than 90% of children and
80% of teen in the United States read comic books at this time.
Wertham was not the only person involved in anti-comics work;
other organizations including the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers, the American Legion, The National Council of Juvenile
Court Judges, and the Brooklyn Public Library all supported the
anti-comics movement (Tilley, 2012, p.383).
Seduction of the Innocent sold 16,000 copies in the United States
within six months of its publication in 1954 (Tilley, 2012, p.384).
In the spring of 1945, the Senate Judiciary Committee televised
comic book industry hearings, accusing the medium of corrupting
American youth (Kidman, 2015). The Senate subcommittee did not
endorse legislation, but encouraged self-regulation (Nyberg, 1998,
p.79). In October 1954, major comic book publishers agreed to
form the Comics Magazine Association of America (CMAA), and
enforced censorship known at the Comics Code Authority (CCA).
The CCA gave a “Seal of Approval” to comic books that passed
its decency regulations, a practice that continued throughout the
‘70s, ‘80s and even extending into the ‘90s. The CCA contributed to
the collapse of the comic book industry; sales plummeting by 50%
between 1954 and 1955 (Kidman, 2015).
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Comics started to become specialized and insular beginning in
1955. Financial instability caused the American News Company
to immediately stop its entire magazine distribution, which was
responsible for more than half of the American comic book
distribution (Nyberg, 1998, p.125-126) (Petersen, 2011). This
stoppage caused a decrease in profits, devastating smaller publishers.
The CCA was also vigorously supported by DC and Marvel, who
turned their attention to their most profitable and reliable genre
and audience: superheroes and teenage boys. The Comics Code and
expensive distribution killed off competitors and prevented upstart
publishers from entering the market (Petersen, 2011). American
mainstream comics began to become dominated by male fans.
Considered the “Silver Age” of comics by fans, by the mid‘60s publishers had developed rigid house styles that did not
allow creators to expand their creativity (Petersen, 2011). The first
American comic book convention was in 1964. Conventions further
alienated comic books from mainstream culture, with publishers
learning to appeal directly to devoted fans rather than attempting
to push and expand the medium. Comics began to narrow down
to its white male audience instead of reaching new demographics.
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Self-censorship through the CCA also caused prejudices against
the comic book medium, now thought of as a category strictly for
children. Comic book shops in America developed after the 1964
convention with a man named Phil Seuling, who began to buy up
and re-distribute unsold comics, which were being destroyed by their
newspaper distributors, like they would do with old newspapers. In
1974 Seuling began East Coast Seagate Distributors, sending comic
books to several hundred specialty comic book stores (Petersen,
2011). Starting at the ‘70s, - despite the prejudice that comics were
for children - the average age of the comic book reader began to
steadily grow, and the mainstream content matured along with it
(Mazur & Danner, 2014).
At the same time, mid-‘60s underground comics in American
began with young adult cartoonists who had grown up with comics
as children in the ‘50s, and now wanted to create work for an adult
audience. The CCA prevented them from entering mainstream
comic publishing, in addition to the gender barrier . College
humor magazines, notably The East Village Other, jumpstarted
the underground comics movement in 1965. The underground
movement corresponded with the American second-wave feminist
movement, and female cartoonists used comics as a means of selfexpression. It Ain’t Me, Babe was the United States’ first feminist
underground newspaper, and it published an all-women comic
anthology. Wimmen’s Comix was an underground all-women cartoonist
publication from 1971 to 1991. The distribution of Wimmen’s Comix
was limited; male-centric and superhero comics still dominated the
comic book shops (Robbins & Valenti, 2013).
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Through a self-perpetuating attitude, since 1955 comic shops have
gained a reputation for being male-only spaces. By the ‘80s and ‘90s,
comics for a female audience were rare in the shops; many titles
started but did not take off (Robbins, 2001). In the ‘90s, outside of
the comic shop and in conjunction with the Riot Grrl art movement
and third-wave feminism, female cartoonists worked in alternative
newspapers and in the do-it-yourself (DIY) movement, creating
work through self-published punk zines and smaller publishers
(Robbins, 1999, p.126).

The translation and publication of Japanese manga in America
can be traced back as early as 1971 with Concerned Theatre Journal,
but the amount of titles published between 1971 and the mid-‘80s
are only a few dozen (Sands, 2010). The late ‘80s saw an uptick in
English translations of Japanese comic books with companies Viz
and Dark Horse who chose to publish titles they felt would do well in
the male-dominated American market, such as edgier adult sciencefiction and fantasy titles (Sands, 2008).
This leads me back to the story of my attempts to navigate past
violent and pornographic male-centric material in the comic book
shops to the age-appropriate manga titles that made it through the
biased filter. By reading titles published by Dark Horse, I ran the risk
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of seeing something inappropriate (Sands, 2008). However I was
mainly excited by comic magazines published Mixx, a publisher that
was established in 1997 and changed its name to Tokyopop in 2001
(Tokyopop, n.d.). I was a devoted fan of their titles.
Me and my friends’ devotion to manga in the early 2000s followed
the trend at the time. The manga market was the fastest growing
pop culture medium of 2003, seeing $100 million in retail and 75%100% growth (Ruh, 2005). Its popularity sprang from a few factors,
the first being that Tokyopop specifically focused on manga for a
young female audience, known as shojo. The shojo titles filled a void in
the American mainstream comic market that was devoted to its male
fans (Sands, 2008). Tokyopop also launched its titles in American
bookstores, targeting new consumers and moving comics away from
the comic shops where girls and women felt unwelcome. While
women have always been creating and consuming comics in America,
bookstores also had mainstream appeal, offering accessibility that
the female-centered comic zines of the ‘90s didn’t have.
Growing up, I would read comic books every single day; mornings
before school, afternoons at lunch, and every night. I’d share comics
with my friends. I’d draw comics in the community center after
school, on my own or with my friends. I made my childhood best
friend in sixth grade this way, drawing together after school every
single day for years. We’re still best friends, and we’re still artists.
My after school friends in middle school and I would invent our
own Sailor Scouts from Sailor Moon, casting ourselves as the stars
of our own stories. We passed notebooks back and forth, writing
collaborative stories accompanied by illustrations, documenting our
fantasy adventures. My artistic life thrived.
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By the time I entered high school I was comfortable in comic
book stores. I’d go with my family to the Source Comics & Games in
Minnesota, where my brother would buy roleplaying and card games
and I’d buy comic books. While I didn’t get to explore cartooning
in the art classes at school, I was a devoted comic book artist on my
own. As a teenager I self-published my own comic zines, which I’d
consign to the Source, who would sell them on their shelves next to
the superhero titles. I give a lot of credit to the Source for making me
feel welcome at their store and for carrying titles by lots of women
artists, even though actual women were a rare sight in the store.
At the same time I was growing more and more devoted to
contributing to this medium of artistic expression, my peers in
comics were also contributing. Many of these artists were people
slightly older than me who grew up with manga in their teens and
twenties (Mazur & Danner, 2014). With the popularity of Tokyopop,
more and more book publishers became interested in this exploding
market, expanding from Japanese imports to original Americanmade content. The graphic novel boom sprang from this: instead of
publishing small chapters in magazine format and later publishing
collections, graphic novels were now being printed as complete
volumes all in one go, just like the Japanese imports. Creators in
this generation above me, who had been making self-published zines
inspired by manga like I had, were suddenly getting book publishing
deals with big names such as Scholastic and MacMillan.
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As I discussed in my introduction, accessible kids’ comics are now
extremely popular. The graphic novel boom of the 2000s and 2010s,
inspired by the popularity of 100 - 200 page manga collections with
thick spines, also means that comic books now fit into library shelves
more easily than magazines. Heidi MacDonald of the Comics
Beat news website cites that North American sales for comics and
graphic novels reached $1.03 billion in 2015, a 10% rise from 2014
(MacDonald, 2016). The medium has seen a full turnaround from
the anti-comics movement in the 1950s, the dominance and rigidity
of superhero titles in comic book stores, and the pushback of artistic
and extremely adult underground comics. In the 2010s, comic books
can appeal to a broad audience, children and adults in all genders,
alike. The industry has continued to grow as more and more children
are regularly read comic books, which I believe leads directly into
more and more children drawing their own comic books.
In my middle school years, comics were rebellion, love, and
friendship. I read comics that starred girls and drew comics that
starred me and my friends. Comic books are a powerful medium
of expression, mixing art and poetry, the powerful and the meek.
Comic books are extremely accessible to everyone: they are cheap
to read, cheap to draw, and cheap to print. Comics are for everyone,
and they hold a power for the K-12 learner that I believe can be a
valuable component to a child’s complete education.
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There is a significant decrease in independent reading starting
in the middle school years; an unfortunate reality, considering
that reading independently is intrinsically tied to success in school
(Knoester, 2009). Schools are failing their students by failing to
use their students’ experiences and of previous knowledge as a
scaffolding to build literacy. Literacy is important to developing
children who will grow up to be inquisitive, democratic participants
(Wolk, 2013, p.48). Further, graphic novels offer unique in-roads to
literacy that other books cannot offer.
One theory on why reading drops in students during adolescence is
that they are being assigned dated material in the English classroom.
My professor Laura Snyder, Director of English Education at Brown
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University, said in a class: “We are giving kids very old, complicated
books. They don’t have contemporary language, and are texts that
kids can’t immediately access,” (L. Snyder, personal communication,
January 20, 2017). Dialects in older texts found commonly in English
classrooms throughout the United States don’t reflect the dialects
and language of today’s youth. According to Applebee, books such
as Romeo and Juliet and To Kill a Mockingbird are amongst the most
popular to assign in classrooms, decades and centuries after they
were originally published (1992). Applebee’s article is now 25 years
old, but informal conversations with high schoolers and recent
graduates still show that books like The Great Gatsby (1922) and Lord
of the Flies (1954) continue to prevail in the classroom.
In addition to the dialect of the novels that are assigned, the
content of the work can be another barrier for students. In his 2001
article, “How Classics Create an Aliterate Society,” Gallo argues that
modern teenagers find the classic literature that is given to them
in school unrelatable and therefore unengaging. Without being able
to make connections to their own lives and draw enjoyment from
the novels, teens begin to dislike reading (Gallo, 2001). Reading is
important for success in school, and adjusting what is assigned to
students to better reflect their identities and experiences can more
successfully cultivate children into life-long readers. Finding the
right books to reflect a students’ life can be tricky, though, when
marginalized voices are rarely published.
Children of color are commonly reading stories about white
people. In 2015, only 14% of children’s books published had black,
Latino, Asian, or Native American main characters (Slater, 2016).
Rudine Sims Bishop’s theory of multicultural literacy is the idea that
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books can be “mirrors, windows, [or] sliding glass doors” (2015).
Books are more often than not windows: worlds that can be viewed
from the outside. Children of marginalized experience lack books
that are mirrors, or books that reflect their own lives. This can lead
to a negative self-image during development: “When children cannot
find themselves reflected in the books they read, or when the images
they see are distorted, negative, or laughable, they learn a powerful
lesson about how they are devalued in the society of which they are
part” (Bishop, 2015).
There is a disconnect between what teachers assign to read,
and the social experience of the reader. According to James Paul
Gee, every human has multiple distinct Discourses they are a part
of, which represent their values, beliefs, and identities (2012). For
many children in North America, this often means a home-based
Discourse and a school-based Discourse. In the case of children
of marginalized experience, their identities with their family may be
vastly different than what they are expected to perform at school.
“Indeed, the values of many school-based Discourses treat some
minority children as ‘other’ and their social practices as ‘deviant’ and
‘non-standard” (Gee, 2012). The language or dialect that students
of minority experience learn at home may be disconnected with the
language of their school, then even further disconnected from the
books they are asked to read.
There is an unfortunate social hierarchy that dictates which
languages and dialects are considered acceptable in school, and
by extension, to the majority-controlled society. Lessons and texts
employed in school can reinforce the social strata of Discourse and
dialect. Ignorance to the effects of this hierarchy can cause harm
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to students. “Each Discourse incorporates taken-for-granted and
tacit ‘theories’ about what counts as a ‘normal’ person and the ‘right’
ways to think, feel, and behave” (Gee, 2012). If a child’s Discourses
are disparate from one another, if their use of language is deemed
insufficient or wrong in school, it is inherently damaging to that
child’s development. Gee discusses tacit versus explicit theories that
educators can have, some theories positing negative and harmful
beliefs (2002). However implicit a teacher’s beliefs may be, they set
certain students up for failure by determining them unfit for higher
education and professional careers.
“Some generalizations upon which we base our everyday
claims to know are perfectly secure and obviously right. Put
your hand on a hot stove and you will regret it. But some
generalizations that underlie claims to know are much less
secure and can damage people as much as any stove…The
people who hold the bad English belief and its concomitant
social theory often choose to use the phrase ‘correct
English’ to mean: ‘how people speak (and write) whom we
(or elites in the society) view as intelligent and educated,’”
(Gee, 2002, p.13 -15).
Fortunately, the visual qualities of comic books can overcome
issues of dialect. In the English classroom, graphic novels can be
used as a tool to engage reluctant readers. Comics appeal to the large
percentage of the population who are visual learners (Maughan,
2016). Maughan quotes Raina Telgemeier, author of graphic novels
Smile and Ghosts, in support of the struggling learner: “Being
able to draw visual information from the pictures helps so many
readers…Context, environment, feeling, emotion: it’s all there. If
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you’re a reader who struggles with big blocks of text—and I have
met many—this can be a revelation,” (Maughan, 2016). Graphic
novels play to the strengths of students who are able to decipher
images better than words, which increases students’ confidence and
empowers them to become confident independent readers outside
of school.
Reading is important not only for school, but for the complete
development of children. Illiteracy incapacitates citizens from
participating in their society, which extends to not only understanding
text, but being able to comprehend a larger context. “…Literacy
cannot be reduced to the treatment of letters and words as purely
mechanical domain. We need to go beyond this rigid comprehension
of literacy and begin to view it as the relationship of learners in
the world…” (Wolk, 2009). Diversifying and expanding the reading
options for students is a necessity to support curiosity, which in
turn informs their social imagination. Being fully engaged with the
world with a cultivated imagination is important for full democratic
participation (Wolk, 2009).
“Reading is not exhausted merely by decoding the written
word or written language, but rather anticipated by and
extending into knowledge of the world. Reading the world
precedes reading the word…The texts, the words, the letters of
that context were incarnated in a series of things, objects,
signs. In perceiving these, I experience myself, and the more
I experienced myself, the more my perceptual capacity
increased” (Freire, n.d.).
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Comic books can have a fruitful role engaging learners in the
world of literacy, imagination, communication, books-as-mirrors,
consumption and production. Children should learn to love the
world of literature, and this goes hand-in-hand with creating. “The
traditional paradigm of teaching is a one-way transmission of factual
knowledge from teacher or textbook to student…turning students
into parrots and data banks” (Wolk, 2009). Graphic novels offer
exciting alternative avenues for more egalitarian participation in
learning.

Beginning in the 1970s, comics were beginning to catch the
interest of academics (Beaty, 2012). This time period coincides with
when comic fans in North America began to engage with comics in
shops and conventions, and pushed for comics to contain mature
material to match the interest of an aging generation (see chapter
2). Hand-in-hand with this aging demographic, comic books began
to be institutionalized in a variety of collegiate departments. Due
to their categorization as “pop culture,” they were often adopted
in departments on the margins, such as cultural studies, American
studies and communication studies (Beaty, 2012). Beaty describes
this historical phenomenon in his book Comics Versus Art as the
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reason comics were first marginalized by art departments, then
embraced by English departments:
“As art departments, and in particular art history departments,
lagged in the adoption of courses and research on comics,
the literary turn in the study of comics prevailed…One
significant consequence of the literary turn in the study of
comics has been a tendency to drive attention away from
comics as a form of visual culture” (2012).
Before there was written language, humans used images
to communicate and understand the world. These pictorial
representations did not directly relate to spoken words, but were
symbolic and artistic (Longhurst et al., 2017, p.37). Comics haven’t
existed since the beginning of language itself, but this suggests that
comics as a language has the potential of being a natural mode of
communication between humans. In Understanding Comics, Scott
McCloud uses the term “icon” rather than symbol or sign. He
defines an icon broadly as: “any image used to represent a person,
place, thing or idea” (McCloud, 1994). “Pictures” are icons that are
designed to resemble their subject. In turn, words are abstract, and
do not resemble the real thing. Words are static in their icon usage,
but pictures can be extremely fluid. It’s this idea of image fluidity
and interpretation that makes comics an extremely unique reading
and writing medium (McCloud, 1994).
There are multiple types of literacy and reading. In her book The
Reader, The Text, The Poem, Rosenblatt decodes two different types
of reading: “aesthetic” and “efferent” (1994). In the act of reading,
every reader must recall past experiences in order to deduce meaning
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from coded symbols. She defines text as a conduit. In efferent, or
non-aesthetic, reading, the reader focuses on the information that
will be acquired from the text. These readers seek efficiency, and
their attention is directed outside of the text. In aesthetic reading,
the reader is focused on the reading event. These readers decipher
images and concepts, experience feelings, and draw associations.
Rather than extracting information, the reader participates in a
transactional relationship with the text, recreating the work of art
and experiencing it in their mind. Without a reader to interpret it, a
text is meaningless. An aesthetic read gives art its life.

In The Visual Language of Comics, Cohn proposes that pictures are
still determined by the rules of language, although they are not a
language themself, (2014). Comics use schemas stored in memory
to cause the reader to recall past experiences in order to “read”
the image. Cohn argues that pictures use a system of rule, utilizing
graphic strategies to construct meaningful drawings (Cohn, 2014).
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“Meaningful” is important to this definition for drawing. Cohn
defines language “as a sociocultural system reflect[ing] patterns
shared by the brains of people in a community” (Cohn, 2014, p.144).
Comics offer a form of language that considers drawing “to have a
cognitive structure similar to other aspects of conceptual expression,
particularly language and gesture” (Cohn, 2014, p.146). Drawing can
follow the rules of language by engaging with knowledge stored in
long-term memory.
Successful reading acquisition in children is linked to verbal
working memories (Horowitz-Kraus & Hutton, 2015). A child’s
brain exercises phonology, which is the relationship between
abstract signs, such as letters, and the corresponding sounds they
create. With practice, reading can be quickened once words are fully
memorized and recognizable. Reading then bypasses the sound
of a word and builds a direct linkage between visual symbols and
meaning (Rosenblatt, 1994). Since letters are a type of symbol, this
can extend to pictorial symbols.
Nakazawa summarizes multiple studies about children developing
visual literacy. The contemporary understanding of written
language comprehension uses three cognitive systems: short-term
memory, long-term memory, and control system (Nakazawa, 2015).
Nakazawa proposes a manga reading comprehension model, which
uses the same systems as reading written language, in addition to
image comprehension areas of the brain that diagnose pictorial
elements such as objects, facial expressions, and panel arrangements
(Nakazawa, 2015, p.33 - 35).
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Another study Nakazawa conducted describes the various
cognitive aspects of children reading comic books. Nakazawa goes
on to describe a study in which different grade levels of children,
K-8, were asked to decipher an image of “a man wearing a suit and
necktie and standing in front of a blackboard” (Nakazawa, 2015).
The study found that the older the child, the easier it was for them to
discern the man was a teacher. In order to recognize this, the subject
has to be able to put the elements of the image together; in this case,
the man + the blackboard = teacher.
Visual literacy offers a variety of cognitive activities during
reading. Another study in Nakazawa’s paper is about two subjects
and their reading comprehension of a manga story. One subject read
faster, even skipping panels, and the other subject fixated on the
text more. The first subject scored higher on the comprehension
test, interpreting the story easier and faster than the second subject.
The first subject read manga more, and therefore understood its
conventions more than the second subject, who spent more time
with the text. Visuals and the text can be consumed rapidly and
with similar levels of attention by someone who has developed a
comic literacy, which leads to a better understanding of the story
(Nakazawa, 2015, p.35-36).
It is necessary for students to learn visual literacy. Language is
no longer, and never has been, strictly word- and text-based. In his
foreword, Gee argues that in order to best understand the world,
visual literacy is necessary. “This new world is a multimodal world…
linguists have done such a poor job analyzing language. We treat
language as words and grammar. But language has never been
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unimodal…In actual use, words are related to images, actions, and
experiences that give them meaning” (Serafini, 2014).
While it is important for students to develop visual literacy, it is
also important for children to become creators in their own visual
worlds. There is a power dynamic in who is allowed to write and
produce versus who is only allowed to consume artistic material.
This idea of what is elite, for example language and dialect, is
intrinsically tied with who is allowed to produce - more specifically,
who is allowed to create art.
“Societies have often been set up to ensure that only elites
and more privileged people produce ideas and knowledge
(including the products that come out of business and
industry), while the masses are supposed to primarily
follow, work and consume. This is why, across history and
even today, reading (a form of consumption) is far more
prevalent than is writing (a form of production)” (Gee,
2012, page 8).
In his essay Young Dreamers, Myers discusses creating illustrations
that counter the negative stereotypes of black people and people of
color that are common in the media. “Images matter. They linger in
our hearts, vast ‘image libraries’ that color our actions and ideas, even
if we don’t recognize them on a conscious level … So here, then,
is my responsibility. To make images, to tell stories, to trouble the
narratives that pervade so many people’s secret hearts and minds”
(Myers, 2013). Imagery and drawing has an important role in the
lives of young people.
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Educators want students to take risks, but the reality that adults
force onto children supports hegemony and normativity. There is an
inhospitable relationship between what is wanted from students, and
the constrictions of adult imagination. Arts and learning should be
continually modified and adaptive always undergoing construction.
Unfortunately, that is not usually the case.
A powerful example of this hegemony is the Common Core State
Standards initiative. Implemented in the 2010s, Common Core forces
educators to keep their lesson plans close to prescribed models, for
fear that straying will result in poor test scores (DelGuidice & Luna,
2013). As testing becomes a priority, funds are being taken away from
school libraries and arts education, instead going towards resources to
benefit exam results (DelGuidice & Luna, 2013). A further criticism
of Common Core is that it assumes that students are a homogenous
group. The pedagogy fails to be culturally relevant to all children,
failing minority students in particular by not building on their own
cultures and prior knowledges (Brown, 2016). Differing Discourses
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of the home and school environments can be another dynamic that
can be alienating to children, as well as biases and prejudices that
affect their development (see chapter 3).
Children and adolescents are at the mercy of the world in which
they live, and have little control over their lives. Adults inflict upon
children a common reality, the reality that is familiar in everyday
perceptions . Without meaning to, adults can inhibit children.
“We often talk to children as though there were only one
true reality. We say, ‘Is it really true?’ [There are no giants
and witches,’ and children ask, ‘Is there really a Santa Claus?’
But what is this reality we insist upon sustaining?” (Wilson
& Wilson, 2009, p.23)
Being encouraged to draw and to invent worlds offers children
power (Wilson, 2009, p.24).

Art and play can assist in the educational setting, contributing
to an inventive curriculum that students can directly participate in
(Latta, 2001). Rather than focusing on the final product, exploration
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and the learning process are pushed to the forefront. Teachers want
their students to be passionate and curious, and to pursue learning
on their own excitement and drive. If a child’s learning is directed
by their own curiosity, the learning feels more substantial and
meaningful (Latta, 2001).
Children use expressive gestures to compensate difficulty with oral
language. In an experiment asking children to describe images without
speech, a two-year-old child was insightful, able to describe dynamic
features of the picture by acting them out through pantomime
(Vygotsky, 1978). Eventually “natural” perception becomes replaced
with the mediated process of language (Vygotsky, 1978). “The
independent elements in a visual field are simultaneously perceived;
in this sense, visual perception is integral. Speech, on the other hand,
requires sequential processing. Each element is separately labeled
and then connected in a sentence structure, making speech essentially
analytical” (Vygotsky, 1978).
If speech is essentially analytical, then the translation of images
into words is a process which deteriorates the original idea. “The
written word has a direct, representative relationship with vocality…
There is a great potential to lose something, perhaps something
circumstantially vital, in this linear string of translation of image
to sound to signifier to sound and back to imagined image” (Jones
& Woglom, 2016, p.130). For children to only work in written
and oral language, there is a loss of dynamism in the translation
of perception and idea to the written word. Offering students the
chance to explore in image is not only extremely beneficial, but vital
to learning and development.
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Image-making is a way for children to make sense of their
developing thought structures. Drawings can record feelings,
experiences and ideas. Art-making can help grow observation and
understanding. Using signs and observations help a non-literate child
retain experiences through mnemonic devices (Vygotsky, 1978). Sign
usage is closely linked with perception of the world, creating direct
and immediate stimuli.
A child’s interaction with their environment is reconstructed
through pretend play, which serves as a way to understand and
reinvent the world, (Wilson & Wilson, 2009). Pretend play is key to
a child developing abstract reasoning through the ability to separate
objects from reality, (Vygotsky, 1978). In play, any object or drawing
can be given a new fantasy-reality (Lillard, p.3). This new reality
opens up new possibilities in a child’s life.

Drawing is an organic way for children to explore. Children
experience aspects of the world they can’t physically access mainly
through the media they consume: television, the internet, drawings
and paintings (Wilson, 2009). This is a symbolic reality, understood
through visual literacy. Ruth Hubbard states that “Children use both
verbal and visual languages as tools to help them sort out, understand,
and cope with their world,” (1989, p.144). She says they develop their
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own “inner symbol systems” in addition to the linguistic symbols
they are learning (Hubbard, 1989, p.144). Drawing becomes a way to
learn firsthand about the unknown horrors and joys of life.
In More Lessons from the Superheroes of J. C. Holz, Brent Wilson
defines three distinct pedagogical sites: where adults direct children
in a formal classroom, where children educate themselves for their
own enjoyment and in social contexts, and the third ideal site, where
adults and children collaborate on a transactional pedagogy that builds
upon a child’s interests (2005). Wilson uses comic books as a way to
encourage transactional pedagogy, a semiotic relationship of education
between adult and child. The use of the word transactional brings to
mind the literary theory of Louise M. Rosenblatt (see chapter 3).
In transactional reading, which Rosenblatt terms aesthetic, literature
comes alive in the reader’s mind, only finding its meaning through
the experience of reading. It’s this transaction that is necessary for
meaning to be derived from reading, and in this case, from learning.
The student must be an equal player in the educational setting, and
comic books can be used to achieve just that.
Self-directed learning can be exemplified in the art classroom. In
What’s Going On in Room 13?, Teresa Roberts outlines a case study on
an open art-making studio inside a school in the United Kingdom
(2008). The studio runs on a democracy of elementary students,
who hire their own artist mentors and work together to make critical
decisions outside of adult intervention. The process of art-making is
self-directed by the students, who volunteer their free time to make
art in an educational setting. By empowering students in real-world
tasks, collaborative education goes beyond metaphor into reality.
Students truly guide their own learning.
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Cartooning can be used as a means to break constrictive norms
in academia (Jones & Woglom, 2016). The graphic novel On Mutant
Pedagogies presents information in an arts-based research format,
challenging and combating normativity in knowledge. This powerful
use of comic books in scholarship addresses the goal that education
is collaborative, “meant to grow and change along with the act
of teaching, rather than a program that we must normalize and
‘perfect’.” Education and art are not static, but ever-evolving and
adaptable in response to the society and culture in which they live
(Jones & Woglom, 2016).
Bringing cartooning into the art education classroom will help
develop children into strong, thoughtful and critically engaged
adults. Children naturally seek to tell stories with their drawings
(Olson, 1992). Drawings help lead students through creative writing
exercises, fueling their ideation with a sense of play. Students are able
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to clearly imagine the beginning, middle and ends of their narratives
through generative drawings (Olson, 1992, p.73). Visual narratives
are a powerful way to encourage imagination, which can produce art
programs that support a creative democracy.
In the next section, I will discuss how cartooning curriculums
have made their way into educational settings. I will show their
learning outcome and benefits, and discuss ways these opportunities
can grow.
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In this chapter I highlight three articles by education researchers
written during and after the 2000s graphic novel boom: Working
Out Comics by Jeff Adams (2000), The Comic Book Project: Forging
Alternative Pathways to Literacy, by Michael Bitz (2004), and Information
Vaccine: Using Graphic Novels as an HIV/AIDS Prevention Resource
for Young Adults by Kendra S. Albright and Karen Gavigan (2014).
These papers were written by researchers and teachers facilitating
comics creation in educational settings. Rather that cartooning howto’s, these texts are evidence of innovative pedagogical approaches
and outcomes. There are plenty of fantastic how-to make comics
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books out there, a few of which I will include in the bibliography
for reference, but in this chapter I wish to examine specific projects
through a researcher’s lens. I will present the learning outcomes from
these projects as examples of skills that students can gain through
cartooning curricula.
My goal for this section is not to recap the projects in their entirety,
but instead to present a narrative of the learning outcomes that the
students gained through creating these comics. I present this work
to demonstrate the strength of cartooning education, so that other
teachers can follow and expand it to create more exciting learning
opportunities.
I also include two books written by cartoonist-educators: Cartooning:
Philosophy and Practice by Ivan Brunetti (2011) and Syllabus by Lynda
Barry (2014). These authors have adapted their art practices and
for education. Their arts-based approaches are from the lens of
cartoonists first and educators second, which results in approaches
that I find appealing and fruitful for expansion.
To categorize learning goals and outcomes, I use language from
the National Standards for Visual Arts published by the National
Art Education Association (2014). These are voluntary standards to
guide art education in the K-12 arena. I’ve choosen these standards
to provide framework for learning outcomes rooted in big ideas.
To quote from the handbook, “Embedded in the standards are
ideas about how arts learning can be broadened and deepened to
support students in making meaning of their lives and their world”
(National Art Education Association, 2014). Using these essential
ideas anchors comics in art education.
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The first category of the National Core Arts Standards is “Creating”
(2014). With this comes three ideas: conceptualization, organization
and completion. Ivan Brunetti’s book lands firmly within the category
of “Creating.” The book establishes the principles of cartooning
for a strong foundation that students can build on. Although it is
a syllabus designed for higher education, these strong tenets of
creation can be adapted to K-12 education. Brunetti uses food as
a metaphor for cartooning: Cooking and cartooning can both use
simple time-tested principles, allowing quality ingredients to direct
the course. Taste is more important than ingenuity and cleverness.
Originality should not be a goal, but a consequence. Versatility can
be adapted with improvements, developed over time (Brunetti, 2011,
p.8-9).
In Brunetti’s teaching practice, scripts for comic books are not
typed. Narratives are instead developed visually. This differs from
the approach of The Comic Book Project, founded by Dr. Michael
Bitz (Bitz, 2004). While Brunetti’s approach is an artistic one, Bitz’s
initiative uses a language-arts based agenda for their programming.
The Comic Book Project was an expansive literacy-focused initiative
with an art-based approach, where children brainstormed, outlined,
sketched, wrote, and designed original comic books. This project
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worked with students from grades 5 - 8 who were identified as lowperforming in their language classes, with limited English proficiency.
This approach had a negative outcome: in the six subsequent
sessions spent on writing comic book manuscripts, the project saw
a 9% drop in student participation. Students cited that the writing
component was extremely difficult (Bitz, 2004, p.579). This was a
missed opportunity. Cartooning has the power to engage students
in a flow of visual- and verbal-based learning. Without the embrace
of this powerful component, the project lost 58 students. Putting
cartooning within the realm of arts education, arts instruction gives
more opportunities to engage students who otherwise find verballybased education difficult.
Generating ideas by sketching in a sketchbook is critical to
Brunetti’s viewpoint, much like an athlete works out to develop
their muscles and skills. Practice is key to developing a cartooning
language. “The ultimate goal is to make your drawings ‘readable,’ to
communicate what you are trying to express” (Brunetti, 2011, p.14).
Lynda Barry shares this viewpoint. Syllabus is a published book that
represents Barry’s first three years of teaching cartooning, and the
practice of image creation and exploration. Her work, handwritten
and smattered with her own illustrations, is presented as arts-based
research (following the theory of On Mutant Pedagogies, mentioned in
chapter 4). Like Brunetti, Barry’s teaching is within higher education,
however generally with science students and not art majors. She
seeks to influence students and convince them to write, draw, think
and create in new ways. She uses cartooning to bring the mundane
to life through storytelling, and give students a framework to deepen
their understanding of self and their cross-discipline work.
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Barry’s classes are about the practice of developing visual
thinking, and outpouring of thoughts and ideas into a notebook
without reservation. This education is also about process (like play
in the classroom in Chapter 4), the learning of a practice that can
develop a work of art. However, Barry’s main goal is not to promote
practice, but rather presence and observation. Barry wants her adult
students to reconnect with the unabashed and uninhibited side of
themselves, that was lost in childhood. In her course she encourages
mindfulness, daily curiosity and sincerity. She believes the arts and
sciences encompass each other, and that “formal ideas are fed by
informal and exploratory activities” such as scribbling and doodling,
which can dislodge inspiration (Spoon, 2014). The physicality of
idea development that Barry practices informs the materials that she
chooses for her courses.
Materials in Barry’s class such as notebooks, pens, crayons, and
students’ own hands, are simple and tactile; physical activity serves
as an aid to students’ navigation and exploration of the world of
images. Brunetti also suggests simple tools, just a pencil and paper.
Marks and erasures leave evidence on the page which document the
past and present of the artist’s work. Brunetti wishes for his students
to “…become sensitive to the page and all the marks upon it as a
holistic entity…” (Brunetti, 2011, p.23).
Working Out Comics by Jeff Adams re-envisions this holistic
approach to the comic book page (2000). Techniques Adams uses are
image assemblage manipulated with paint, pen and ink. His students
were able to find dynamism and forward-propelling design in still,
monochromatic images (Adams, 2000, p.310). Visual organization is
another key element to cartooning. Using complex spatial structure,
students are exploring ways to compound time in images.
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The National Standards for Visual Arts poses the enduring
understanding that “Creativity and innovative thinking are essential
life skills that can be developed,” (2014).
There are collaborative or independent approaches to a cartooning
lesson. Collaboration encourages students to take creative risks and
generate new ideas. Teamwork is brought up throughout the three
education articles of interest here. Albright & Gavigan wrote about
their collaboration with students who wrote and designed a narrative
ultimately illustrated by an adult artist (2014). Adams (2000) and Bitz
(2004) also cite generative teamwork in their papers as a positive
outcome. Bitz’s approach, wherein students were allowed to choose
roles they felt comfortable with, such as inking, writing and editing,
was particularly successful (2004, p.579).
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Teamwork is a useful tool in the other projects guided by educators,
breaking comics into different traits, such as script, pencils, inks,
backgrounds, etc. Conversely, Brunetti’s course promotes the spirit
of solo work (2011, p.14). Wanting students to develop individual
voices, Brunetti stresses that cartooning is a whole practice meant
to be carried through from start to finish by one person. Brunetti
suggests that cartooning is an art of itself . The important aspect
is Creation, with the next being Presenting the work to an audience.

Presentation welcomes new ways of understanding and
interpreting works of art. Researchers Albright & Gavigan and
illustrator Petrulis worked with adjudicated and incarcerated youth
at the South Carolina Department of Juvenile Justice School District
High School to create the graphic novel AIDS in the End Zone. The
cited article does not go into the details of how the illustrator’s
collaboration with the students took place, but focuses more on the
second phase of the project, which is using the adolescent-made
comic to educate other adolescents about HIV andAIDS. Further,
the article encourages libraries to create content to address the needs
of their own communities. The researchers conclude with a call for
more educators and librarians to work with students in creating
curriculum-based graphic novels.
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Presentation was a visual arts standard utilized by the students
of Albright & Gavigan’s project . AIDS in the End Zone’s focus on
targeting a local community through culturally-relevant means
builds upon the enduring understanding that a work’s presentation
conveys its message. “…communicate meaning and a record of
social, cultural, and political experiences resulting in the cultivating
of appreciation and understanding” (National Art Education
Association, 2014). This project translates awareness for a local issue
and takes advantage of the social spaces graphic novels create, in
this case book clubs within libraries (2014, p.181).
Conveying meaning through presentation was also a relevant
outcome in The Comic Book Project (Bitz, 2004). As reported by
an instructor of the program, “Living in the city, these children see
a lot of things that aren’t so positive. A project like this gives them
the chance to express what’s happening around them” (Bitz, 2004).
In interviews conducted after the project, students said they enjoyed
being able to tell their own stories (p.582). Through comic books,
the students in The Comic Book Project were able to present their
own interpretations of events that take place in their community.
Like AIDS in the End Zone, participants found comic books to be
a positive art form that benefited the types of stories they wanted
to tell, and present the work in a way that gathered meaning for the
audience.
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The use of visual imagery to understand and respond to the world
is a present learning outcome in the cartooning curriculum (National
Art Education Association, 2014). Adams’ paper Working Out Comics
describes three projects that emphasize comics as a valid art form
to be taken seriously at all grade levels. Adams stresses the populist
nature of comic books. These projects challenge the dominant value
of “originality,” instead encouraging students to create appropriation
art. Adams’ proposal is to intervene with commodification, in
response to the popular medium, rather than encourage derivative
work. “The simplicity of these images only serves to remind us of
the complexity of the semiotic operations that occur within popular
visual material in our culture, and how art activities like these
have a vital role in young people’s image assimilation and identity
construction” (Adams, 2000, p.308).
Adams reported several moments of responsive learning
outcomes in these three cartooning projects (2000). In one case
he asked sixteen- to seventeen-year-old students to create a visual
graphic image based off of a portion of text from a novel. Students
were shown illustrations from graphic novels, as well as Understanding
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Comics (McCloud, 1994), to contextualize expectations and place their
work within art history. Through this lens they translated the written
narrative material into visual graphic form. Students interpreted the
meaning of the work, creating an artistic adaptation, response and
outcome. Another project collected manga works that the students
read and responded to, reinterpreting the work to generate a page
design with a new narrative. Students also had class discussions
about the stories in the Japanese manga they were reading. This
engaged students and assisted creating verbal and visual parallels
(2000, p.310).
Analytical and critical evaluation of artwork is another aspect
of the National Art Education Association’s Responding standard
(2014). Students that worked on AIDS in the End Zone participated
in collaborative dialogue with peers on their graphic novel. Critical
discussion enlightened students to the meaning of their product,
such as the unintended misogynistic depictions of female characters
within the work. Students were given the opportunity to respond
to criticism and make adjustments to the final graphic novel, which
clarified their intentions and strengthened the final product (Albright
& Gavigan, 2014).
Lynda Barry challenges the Responding learning outcome in her
book Syllabus. Her courses are graded based on value, time and effort,
rather the drawing ability or charm of her students (Barry, 2014,
p.6). She believes humans have a natural instinct for storytelling,
and that it can be detrimental for a student to be criticized while
attempting to explore their originality. She bans advice and opinions
in her classroom, under the principle that “bad drawings” do not
cause an artwork to become invalid.
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“Liking and not liking can make us blind to what’s there. In
spite of how we feel about it, it is making its way from the
unseen to the visible world, one line after the next, bringing
with it a kind of aliveness…” (Barry, 2014, p.23).
In lieu of chatting and conversation in her classes, she encourages
students to Connect with each other through their artwork (Barry,
2014, p.55).

Connecting relays knowledge and perspective to others through
art (National Art Education Association, 2014). In Syllabus, Barry
muses on how images move from one person to another: “Something
inside one person takes external form … and through a certain kind
of engagement, is transferred to the inside of someone else. Art as a
transit system for images” (2011, p.9). Her students connect to each
other through the sharing of ideas and stories in comic books, rather
than criticism.
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To encourage awareness of an issue, students who collaborated
in the development of AIDS in the End Zone used the visual arts
standard of Connecting to relate concerns of their community
with artwork (Albright & Gavigan, 2014). “People develop ideas
and understandings of society, culture, and history through their
interactions with and analysis of art” (National Art Education
Association, 2014). Albright & Gavigan followed this idea, believing
that the best people to cultivate connection would be children of
a particular culture speaking to children in the same culture. “The
researchers believe the graphic novel should be written in the
vernacular of the target population for the study…” (p.179).
Connecting engages with the marginalized experience in order
to convey information most effectively. It plays to the strengths
of the students and their audience, who may struggle with literacy.
Comics assist in circumventing illiteracy, a prevalent issue in the
North Carolina communities the project targets. After the graphic
novel AIDS in the End Zone was completed, students reported that
they wanted to continue with creating comic books to address more
social issues that affect their lives.
Another project that Adams conduct with ten- to eleven-year-olds
tackles social issues that are relevant to the students’ lives. Giving
focus to image construction and narrative sequencing, students
explored the topic of gender inequality in their school. Through
their interactions with art, students created a social commentary,
connecting their lives with comic books (Adams, 2000).
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The cartooning curriculum is able to engage with every aspect
of the National Standards for Visual Arts. Creating gives students
agency and imagination in their lives. Presenting, Responding and
Connecting encourages students to engage in cultural and critical
literacy. Comic book use can continue to be expanded in the visual
arts classroom to create more opportunities of learning through the
arts.
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Comic books differ from the static art object. A full comic book
cannot be experienced through contemplating one page; it can only
be experienced through active engagement. Comic books are a
transactional medium, building a relationship between the artist and
the reader. While the artist draws, writes and creates the work, it is
the audience’s aesthetic reading that breathes life into it. The comic
book only attains its fullest form when the reader moves through
the piece.
Graphic novels are a form of visual art that is fruitful for expression
for both the creator and the reader.
Children are natural storytellers. The language of cartooning can
capitalize on the strengths of visual as well as verbal learners, while
pushing students to develop beyond their comfort zones. The Arts
can be alienating and intimidating. Comic books are populist and
accessible, engaging and empowering. They welcome readers of all
literacies, backgrounds, and experiences.
Through comics, children can create identity space and counternarratives, and explore their own realities. Every child has the right to
feel creative, and to engage with literacy. Cartooning offers exciting
opportunities for innovative thinking, imagination building worlds
on the page. Writing and drawing scaffold one another to heights
one medium cannot achieve alone.
Comics belong in the visual arts classroom.
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Walker Mettling is a local Providence cartoonist, storyteller, and
educator. The Providence Comics Consortium (PCC), a series
of comics classes Walker has taught in Providence Community
Libraries, has produced 24 comic anthologies of kids and adults
comics together over the past 6 years, and they are working on 25.
PCC has also done other community events, such as an advice booth
at Foo Fest, creating PCC-adjacent books such as Tarantulina, parades
and arts-based performances, adult PCC classes, and completed a
Rhode Island tour bringing PCC classes to libraries throughout the
state. Silliness and collaborative imagination permeate all of Walker’s
projects, whether it be outrageous characters, exuberant stories or
bombastic energy.
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Walker grew up in California playing in teenage punk bands, then
entered the Labor Studies department in San Francisco State (SFSU).
While in college he worked for unions in political campaigns. SFSU
was home to the Labor Archives and Research Center, which housed
primary source materials for labor history. The area saw its history
take shape in the 60’s, where the Black Panthers took over the SFSU
newspaper as part of the Free Speech movement in the Bay Area,
marked by students taking over campuses and divesting from the
war in Vietnam. While Walker attended the college decades later, the
trade union history and the history of resistance at SFSU inspired
his study.
Halfway through college in 2000 - 2001, Walker moved to New
York City for a semester, taking night classes at Queens College and
working at the Brooklyn ACORN office. ACORN, Association of
Community Organizations for Reform Now, were community-based
organizations throughout the United States that advocated for lowand moderate-income families, founded in 1970. Walker had joined
ACORN in Brooklyn and began work with tenant organizing, but
work was overshadowed by the beginning of school privatization
in New York City, attempting to close a bunch of public school
in Brooklyn in favor of for-profit education provided by Edison
Schools.
Walker moved back to San Francisco and graduated from SFSU
in 2002 - 2003. He then began an Americorp year in East Oakland.
During the day he worked with various teachers in classrooms on
bookmaking projects, but afterschool was a time of freedom to
create the weird art stuff with children that is the defining feature
of Walker’s pedagogy. Students would create outrageous stories, and
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then read them before the entire student body at an assembly, Walker
describing one story as being about “evil balloons that bit people
and turned them into dog-men.”
Around this time in the mid-2000’s, three things defined Walker’s
pedagogy practice. One was being summer camp counselor for
consecutive years in Vermont, working with high schoolers on a
working farm. Another was participating in 826 Valencia, storytelling
classes in commercially-zoned spaces with silly stores in front (The
Pirate Store) and educational stuff in the back. Workshops were run
with field trips of students of all different ages, who were encouraged
into communal storytelling through performance and illustration.
The third major influence on Walker’s pedagogy was his work
teaching art classes to high schoolers in juvenile detention. The
contrast was stark: in the mornings Walker would work with students
with extreme freedom at 826 Valencia, and in the afternoons he
would be teaching students who were literally incarcerated. Classes
were held in a general area below two floors of cells, and depending
on the guard’s mood, they’d use the opportunity of the teenagers
being in arts programming to do contraband checks. A quote from
Walker:
“Everybody who had good enough behavior would be out,
doing whatever project we were doing. And then the guards
would, maybe the oldest kid, who has the best relationship
with the guard, would get tapped ‘Hey, do you wanna come
and go through and check everybody’s cell while like, they’re
doing art?’ Which is a super awful situation to do art under.
They’d pull out mattresses on the upper tier … We would
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be working on stuff, and the guards would go through and
pull out people’s mattresses, finding pencils they squirreled
away. … There was one time they held a mattress out over
the railing, and emptied all the stuff out of it, and everyone
said ‘ooooo.’ It was just like any other stupid— it just felt
like a middle school ‘ooooo, busted!’ And you’re just like,
‘come on you guys, let’s focus on—‘ you know? Like the
kind of experience now trying to keep, like, ADD kids
moving forward on whatever they are trying to make, but
it’s so, so much more low stakes than having like, their
homes searched for contraband while you’re trying to get
them to do something.”
Another quote from Walker, in reference to art supplies and stigma
during his work at the juvenile detention center:
“I really like bringing in clay stuff, because in terms of other
art stuff, it was really easy for them to fear ridicule from
other people immediately, if you’re like drawing or doing
something where you’re making lines. There were kids who
already had like, ballpoint pen prison-style art-styles down,
and they had social cache because they were like, you know,
‘Good Artists.’ And some kids just didn’t care. It’s this weird
thing where like, some kids were just in and out, some
kids were just there for like a week, or just a weekend. But
some kids were just waiting to go to adult jail. So clay was
nice because they can smoosh it … people have different
expectations of clay. ‘Dude that looks stupid.’ ‘Well, I’m just
working on it!’ It’s different than drawing, ya know? There
was less at stake…”
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While teaching at the juvenile detention center, Walker participated
in “WordLucks” in the California artist community in the early
2000’s. WordLucks are collaborative performances where everyone
would bring something weird and random to read, such as letters
from high school, or something odd from the trash. Through
WordLucks, music touring, and living all over the place, by this time
Walker built up a mailing list and began doing mail art exchanges
with people throughout the United States and even reaching globally.
At the beginning of The Field Recording Mixed Tape Exchange, the
mailings were all field recordings, where participants would make
a CD of cassette tape and mail copies to everybody on the list.
After years the project expanded to other gift exchanges or story
exchanges based on a theme, and even VHS tape exchanges towards
to end of the project.
Walker moved to Little Rock, Arkansas in 2004 after is Americorp
year was completed, doing more work with ACORN on a voter
registration drive. He then moved to New Orleans, Louisiana for
2005 - 2007, helping in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. He
worked with Plan B bicycles and The Green Project, de-constructing
houses for materials that would otherwise had been destroyed. He
helped begin a gallery called The Green Space in New Orleans at
this time.
Walker moved to Providence in 2009, after visiting during the
Vermont summer camps, and after the juvenile incarceration job
dried up. His first art projects in Providence were Story Nights,
for which he organized, performed stories and created posters for.
He also had a radio program called The Sparkle on Brown Student
Community Radio, inspired by the renaissance of radio storytelling
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at the time, with programs such as This American Life and Joe
Frank’s radio show in New York City in the early 2000’s. The Sparkle
was semi-fictional semi-autobiographical radio dramas, and Walker
occasionally invited kids to join him on the program. At this time
he lived with cartoonist Tom Bubel and they made money with
the Secret Restaurant, community events where they would invite
friends to their home and cook for them. The restaurant started
winding down when Walker began working for the 2010 Census.
Providence Comics Consortium began in October 2010, as
part of the Providence Community Libraries ramping up their
programming. The community libraries were a new organization,
splitting off from the Providence Public Library (PPL) in 2010 after
the PPL threatened to close all the neighborhood branches because
they weren’t making money. The libraries wanted comics classes that
were print-focused, and for the final books to be available at the
libraries. Thus was born the Providence Comics Consortium.
A central focus of the PCC are students’ character sheets. The
characters was a way to get students to focus, getting them going
on an idea and a basic outline that triggers potential directions they
can go. The character sheets offer multiple entry points into a story,
offering different beats they could potentially hit. The characters
were an idea gleaned from DC and Marvel, who would publish books
of the weird background information of the characters that have
been around for decades. The children’s characters began to build
the universe of the PCC. Multiple libraries would have classes going,
and students would build off of the work of their peers, building
a mythology that endures in the work of PCC and its alums today.
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Throughout the 6 years of the Providence Comics Consortium,
the PCC has taken its many forms, from comics art classes,
performance, storytelling and art events. The beginning in libraries is
key to the conception of the project for Walker, the library being one
of the only socialist institutions and free indoor places to be left in
the United States. Through the library and the PCC students, Walker
has met kids who have now gone on to be teenagers and adults,
who either stay in Providence as artists or move away, retaining
Providence as a touchstone. PCC provided a bridge for his students
to the weirdo art scene of Providence, which can be completely
invisible and inaccessible to kids. Walker’s involvement with AS220
is also a cultural bridge for people who may be otherwise unaware of
the arts community around them.
Walker’s work is defined by community engagement. The
philosophy of his work goes back to his labor involvement. He wants
to make the arts and creativity in general accessible to everyone. For
a long time he felt uninterested in “The Arts,” because he didn’t
identify with it. The arts can appear to have class borders keeping
people out. Like the punk scene of his youth, Walker continues to
believe that your favorite artists can be your friends and community,
that the cultivation of the people around you is important. There is
a social stigma that not everyone can be the person who makes art,
and some children and adults are terrified of acknowledging their
right to be creative:
“There’s no way that kid could fail drawing, but that his own
head is an unsafe space, or the world in general, that he can’t
even draw something silly.”
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Walker’s work is an invitation to the people around him manifest
something. In all his projects, he asks many people to participate with
work that is relatively low impact on them: the creation of a drawing,
a story, a question. Walker’s events are less about the individual, but
the sum of their parts. Like his story events, in comics and visual
arts, he asks people to make stuff on the edge of their comfort zone.
“People have stuff going on in their head that we don’t see,
and in general there aren’t a lot of outlets for stuff like that.”
He wants to see it.
(W. Mettling, personal communication, November 2016)
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